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Lithium Glue Gun HOTO QWRJQ001
 
The HOTO brand is part of the Xiaomi ecosystem.
 
Lithium Glue Gun Hoto QWRJQ001
Unleash your creativity and make small repairs easier. You will be helped by the Hoto QWRJQ001 hot glue gun, which heats up quickly
and successfully  bonds different materials.  The 2,000 mAh rechargeable battery provides long runtime, and the USB-C port  allows for
convenient charging. The smart chip maintains the optimal temperature,  and the gun will  automatically turn off  after 3 minutes of  no
use. Anti-burn design and low weight are other advantages of the model.
 
 
Fast and efficient
The hot glue gun has a high-end heating element, so it heats up in no time. The built-in sensor keeps the temperature at the right level
for a perfect glue flow, while the brass nozzle stands out for its high heat conductivity for convenient glue application.
 
 
Well designed
Thanks to its well-balanced design you can put the gun down on a table or desk and the device will remain stable in an upright position.
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The gun has been coated with heat-resistant and environmentally friendly silicone. The material perfectly insulates against heat, so you
do not have to worry about burns.
 
 
For the whole family
The Hoto glue gun QWRJQ001 is light and handy, and the smart chip maintains the optimum temperature. Double insulation prevents
burns,  making  the  QWRJQ001 a  great  product  for  children  too.  What's  more,  the  device  will  automatically  turn  off  after  3  minutes  of
inactivity, ensuring safety. The PC plastic overlay means you can stow it away almost as soon as you're done.
 
 
High-capacity battery
Don't worry about the QWRJQ001 running out of power when you least expect it. It is equipped with a powerful 2000 mAh battery that
allows you to use up to 100 meters of glue when fully charged. Convenient renewal of energy is enabled by the built-in USB-C port - you
can use a charger or a powerbank.
 
 
Glue included
The kit comes with 10 colored glue cartridges. They are 7 mm in diameter and 125 mm in length. They ensure strong gluing and solid
joining of materials,  and are also environmentally friendly.  Thanks to its carefully thought-out design, the gun allows you to apply the
glue evenly - making DIY, repairs or work even easier.
 
 
Includes:
Hot glue gun
10x cartridges 125 mm
Manufacturer
HOTO
Name
Lithium Glue Gun
Model
QWRJQ001
Glue cartridge length
125 mm
Glue cartridge diameter
7 mm
Heating time
Approx. 30 s
Battery type
Lithium
Battery capacity
2000 mAh
Nominal voltage
4 V
Charging parameters
5 V - 1 A
Charging time
Approx 120-180 min
Dimensions
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135 x 127 x 35 mm
Weight
195 g

Preço:

€ 28.50

Ferramentas, Others
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